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Abstract-The Hopf’s maximum principles are utilized to deal with the problem on blow-up of 
the solutions for a class of semilinear reaction diffusion equations u,t = Au + f(z, u, q, t) (q = lVu12), 
subject to mixed boundary conditions. Some nonexistence theorems of global solutions and the 
bounds of “blow-up time” are obtained. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past decades, the blow-up phenomenon has been investigated by a large number 
of people. However, most of the previous research deal with the following the boundary-value 
problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see [1,2]): 
u,t = Au + f(u), in D x (O,T), 
u = 0, on c3D x (O,T), 
U(GO) = W(Z)> in 6. 
In this paper, we consider the semilinear eaction diffusion equations with mixed boundary con- 
ditions 
u,t = AU + fh 21, q, t>, in D x (O,T), (1.1) 
t.h 
u=O, onPi x(O,T), dn -=O, onI’2x(O,T), rlUl?z=dD, (1.2) 
U(T 0) = uo(2) 2 0, f 0, in b, (1.3) 
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where D is a bounded domain in RN with a smooth boundary dD, 0 < T < +ca, q = IVu12, 
g denotes the outward normal derivative and the function f is C’ function of its arguments, and 
obtain some nonexistence theorems of global solution u and bounds for the “blow-up time” T*, 
which extend those obtained in [1,2]. Our approach depends heavily upon Hopf’s maximum 
principles. 
In what follows, for simplicity we use a bar to denote partial differentiation with respect to the 
explicit variable t, e.g., 
f= af(x;,4,t). 
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall give the main result 
and its proof. In Section 3, we shall give an example to which the theorems obtained in this 
paper may be applied. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT AND ITS PROOF 
Since one does not know the range of the dependent variables, the fist infimum must be taken 
with respect to all q and nonnegative u as well as over (z, t). 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a solution of (1.1)~(1.3). Suppose the following. 
(i) The function f has the property 
f > 0, flu. L 0, f,q 2 0, J> 0. (2.1) 
(ii) The initial function u, satisfies that when u0 = 0, 
Auo + f (x, uo, go, 0) L 0: (2.2) 
(iii) The positive constant p satisfies 
p 5 min f inf - 
inf Au, + f (2, uo, go, 0) 
DX(O,T) afu+l DI u: 
7 (2.3) 
where go = I&,12, DI = {x I x E D, c,(x) # 0}, and (1: > 1 is some positive constant. 
Then u(z, t) must blow-up in finite time T* and 
where M, = rnsxD uO(x) < +co. 
PROOF. Because f > 0, it is easy to see that the solution u(s,t) is nonnegative. Let 
v = -u,t +@P, 
then we have 
and 
vv = -vu,t +cYpua-rvu, 
Av = -Au,t +/3a(o - l)~*--~~Vu~~ + ,Bc&-~Au, 
v,t = -Au,, -fw u,t -2f,4 Vu. Vu,t -j + @ua-lu,t . 
Av - v,t = pcx(cy - l)C2q + &ua-lAu + (f,U -&H.P-~) u,t +2f,, Vu. Vu,t +f 
= @!(a - l)C2q + pcrua--l (-v + pus - f) 
+ (f,U -_PQua-l ) (-v + puy + 2f,, vu * (vv + Paua-‘vu) + f 
= -2f ,Q vu * vv - f ,u v + pci(cl - l)uQ-2q + 2poua-’ f ,g q 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.3) 
+ flf,u UQ - afIr- 
( 
J p - - 
elf@--l > 
. 
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Therefore, from (2.1) and (2.3) we know 
AU + 2f,p Vu. VW + flu. v - v,~ = ,&(, - l)C2q + 2@~~-~f,~ q + ,8f,,, 2~~ 
_&a-l 
(2.9) 
With (2.2) and (2.3), we have 
vo = v(x,O) = -Au, - f(~,uo,qo,O) +Pu: IO. 
We’note that on ri x (O,T), 
u,t = 0 
and 
v = -u,t +pua = 0. 
On l?z x (0, T), we have 
and therefore, 
&I dU _-d’Ll,t+p~u~-L_oO. 
dn- an an 
By Hopf’s maximum principle [3], we find that in D x [0, T), the maximum of v is 0. Hence, we 
have in D x [0, T), 
VI0 
and 
At the point x0 at which u,(x,) = M,, we get by integration 
By using 
1 
s 
+O” 1 
jj Mo suds = 
Ml-* 
p(L- 1) < +oc 
for some finite constant cx > 1, it follows that u(x,t) must blow-up for a finite value t = T*. 
Further, the following inequality must hold: 
Ml-” 
P(op- 1)’ 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
REMARK. In (1.2), I1 or l?2 may be empty. If l?z = 0 or Ii = 0, then we refer to resulting 
problem as the Dirichlet problem or Neumann problem. For the Dirichlet problem or Neumann 
problem, the results of Theorem 1 are valid. 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND APPLICATIONS 
One may give extensions of the blow-up problem for a uniformly parabolic equation u,~ = 
Lu + f(z, u, q, t) under suitable assumptions, as shown in [4,5]. 
In the following, we present an example of a problem to which Theorem 1 maybe applied. 
EXAMPLE. Let ~(2, t) be a solution of 
u,t=Au+2Nexp (q+t+l)~+ez: , in D x (O,T), (3.1) 
i=l 
u = 0, on dD x (O,T), (3.2) 
21(x, 0) = z&(x) = 1 - 5 & in 0, (3.3) 
i=l 
whereD={z=(zr,..., zN) 1 Cr=, cc” < l}, N 2 2. We have now 
r N f(z,u,q,t)=2Nexp (q+t+l)v+Czi >O i=l 1 
and 
210(z) = 1 - &;. 
i=l 
Hopf’s maximum principle implies any solution ~(2, t) of (3.1)-(3.3) must be positive in D x (0, T). 
It is easy to check that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. In order to determine the constant p, we take (I: = 2. 
Then 
(3.4) 
and for u, # 0, 
Au, + f(z, uo, qo, 0) 
-2N + 2Nexp (qO + l)u, + 5 X: 
i=l = 
‘1L: 2 
2 
+45x:+1 (3.5) 
i=l 
ZZ 
4 
>-2N+2Nez2N(e-1) 
- 
%! UZ 
22N( e-l). 
By (3.4) and (3.5), we take 
0 = min 
It follows from Theorem 1 that u(x, t) must blow-up in finite time T* and 
T* 5 pyI;) = 2. 
o 
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